After School
Academy for
Children
Learn new skills in a fun interactive manner, gain
focus, patience, critical & analytical thinking,
perseverance and a mindset for success!
Children of 5yrs onwards can enroll
Offering courses at international time zones
Get a free trial class before you enroll

Chess

Programming

Math

Rubik’s Cube

Beginner to Advanced

Games and Animations

ABACUS Math

20+ Variants

FIDE Rated Coaches

Mobile App Development

8 Progressive Levels

1x1 Classes

Regular Chess Tournamnets

Web App Development

Certification

Ph/Whatsapp +91 89711 24931
www.saswathacademy.com

Chess Classes
It takes years to master Chess, with our innovative
approach, children pickup the idea of chess much faster.
We do chess as a sport rather than academic. Children
learn chess as team and perform individually.

Our Format
We teach chess like a net practice in sports. The idea
is to go over the concepts in depth repeatedly until the
children gain better ratings.
Once the children improve their ratings, they are moved
to next level. A child joining particular level stays with
the same coach through out the duration. The coach
ensures even if the child attends one or two days a week,
learns all the concepts.

Tuesday - Sunday

7:30AM

2:00PM

₹ 2800/for all
levels for schedule
8 sessions
Pick your
convenient

3:30PM

5:00PM

7:30PM

9:00PM

Enroll for 8 sessions at affordable cost

We teach Chess starting from absolute beginner level
to advanced levels for children of 5 years and above.
Our coaches are professional and friendly. We have
structured our coaching as a cycle of 8 content rich
sessions, each sessions spanning 1 hour. The classes
happen over Zoom online conference.
These 8 sessions can be taken as weekly 2 classes or
3 classes according to your convenience. We have
batch classes at convenient timeslots from Tuesday
to Sunday (Monday is holiday). If the child is totally
new to Chess, we provide 1x1 classes for the first 3
sessions and then have them join other kids.
Apart from coaching over zoom, we also provide
access to our Chess club in ChessKid.com. This
is a babified platform for kids to learn Chess. In
ChessKid, the child can use it to do puzzles, games
against other kids and bots. The coach can also see
the Kids games and help them improve. Our club
in ChessKid has 1000+ Kids. By playing games and
tournaments the child gets ratings and as they win
more games the ratings increase. We run weekly
practice tournaments and monthly tournaments in
our club.
Parents can also see the progress in rating on the
website. Typically from absolute beginner to lower
intermediate levels, it takes about 24 to 32 sessions.

Progress Report
See your child improve in Chess, by
tracking thier efforts in the safest
online platform chesskid.

Tournaments
We have monthly tournaments and weekly
practice tournaments. The children can test their
skills against similar rated players.

Curriculum

Lower Beginner

Upper Beginner

Lower Intermediate

Upper Intermediate

Advanced

Stages

Rating

Learn

Practice

Analyze

> 1500

Opening Book
moves, Fortress,
Pattern recognition,
End game techniques,
color weaknesses

Activating, conneting
pieces, Bishop/king’s
play, Attack patterns,
Blitz/Bullet Chess,
Handicapped games

In-depth game analysis,
strength/weakness
analysis, ast games,
Engine line ideas

Best/forced/term po
moves, Zugzwang,
Pawn, Rook, minor
piece endings, Pawn
play, Force draw.

Strategy, tactics, threat
perception, Loss and
recovery, Breaking
castle, Rook and Pawn
endings, Improvise
positions, identify
weakness

Famous games analysis,
Develop own patterns,
End game analysis,
Multiple lines of moves

Tricks and traps, pin,
fork, skewer, gambits,
Timed games,
Outposts, positional
play, Hanging pieces.

Opening attacts,
Defending pieces,
Drawing games,
Sacrifies, Piece value
vs Position, Good/Bad
Bishopsm, Windmill
attacts

Human & Robot games
analysis, Puzzle rush,
Best positions for each
piece

Stages of chess,
Castling, Moves to
Checkmate puzzles,
Trading pieces

Opening center, Pawn
promotions, End game
planning, Secure king,
Checkmate verities,
Either side Castling

Analyze blunders and
missed opportunies,
move counting, Decision
analysis

Chess Rules, Piece
movements, Check
mates, Notations,
Board vision

Principle of chess,
Check/Checkmate, Play
with robot

Attack and Capture,
Check mate

1500

1200

800

600

